Abstract. Using the data observed in San Juan with the photoelectric Astrolabe Mark II of the Beijing Astronomical Observatory from February, 1992 to March, 1997, the radio star catalogue in San Juan(RSSJ95) has been compiled. There are 69 radio stars in this catalogue. The positions of the radio stars are for the epoch of observation and the equinox J2000.0 and a system close to that of the system FK5. The mean precisions are ±2.2 ms and ±0.035 in right ascensions and declinations, respectively. The magnitudes of stars are from 0.9 to 10.7. The declinations are from −2.
Introduction
The photoelectric astrolabe Mark II (PA II) was made at Nanjing Astronomical Instrument Factory in 1974 and was put into operation since Mar. 1976 (Luo 1979 . The aperture of object mirror is 200 mm and the equivalent focal length is 2400 mm. The zenith distance observed is 30
• . Before modernization, the astrolabe was a semi-automatic instrument with a limiting magnitude of only 7.0. Since 1987, the astronomers of the Beijing Astronomical Observatory began to improve the instrument. Automatic observation with the instrument started in 1988. A new method of photon-counting was used for data processing in 1990. And the limiting magnitude is increased to 11.5.
Using the data observed with the instruments from 1976 to 1991, several general catalogues (Zhu et al. 1981; Working Group of GCPA, 1983 ; Working Group of CGSC, 1991; Lu 1991) of stars had been compiled.
In 1992, the instrument was moved and installed at the San Juan Observatory (OAFA) in Argentina for observations of the catalogue of stars in the southern hemisphere.
Radio stars are suitable intermediaries for linking optical stellar reference frames to the quasi-inertial radio reference frame represented by compact extragalactic radio sources. From Feb. 1992 to Mar. 1997, we observed radio stars with the photoelectric astrolabe using the list provided by H.G. Walter at Astronomishes Rechen-Institut, Heidelbery (Walter 1990) .
In 1996, we presented the preliminary results (Lu et al. 1996) . In this paper we submit all results observed from Feb. 1992 to Mar. 1997. The positions of these radio stars are fixed for epoch of observation and the equinox J2000.0 and in system close to that of the FK5.
The observation and reduction
There are 384 stars which are from FK5/FK4 Supp. in 12 fundamental groups. The observations of radio stars were placed in the reference group of stars. The residuals of the radio stars are calculated applying the corrections of astronomical time, latitude and zenith distance found from fundamental group observations. Then the mean values of the residuals of radio stars are calculated by weighted average.
Assuming V e and V w are the residuals reduced to the mean instrumental system after adding the group corrections of reference groups at both eastern and western transits, the position corrections of the radio stars are determined in right ascension and declination from double transits by the formulas:
and
where ϕ 0 − the adopted value of latitude at the site of the instrument;
A − the azimuth of a star observed, measured eastwards from north; q − the parallactic angle of a star as it transits the almucantar of the astrolabe.
We used the stars with | cos q| < 0.2 to calculate 2K by averaging
and obtain 2K = 0.018 ± 0.003 . Feb. 1992 to Mar. 1997 , there are 69 radio stars to be observed with the photoelectric astrolabe. Using the data, the radio star catalogue observed in San Juan (RSSJ95) has been compiled from double transits of given radio stars at both eastern and western passages. The mean number of observations of each star is about 132 (63 in the eastern passage, 69 in western passage). The mean precisions are ±2.2 ms and ±0.035 in right ascension and declination, respectively. The Radio star catalogue observed in San Juan is given in Table 1 There are 68 radio stars commented RSSJ95 and the Hipparcos catalogue provided by CDS at nearly identical observational epochs. So we try to do a comparison between respective positions after reducing to the epoch of the Hipparcos catalogue, 1991.25, using the proper motions of the Hipparcos catalogue. The differences in the sense (Hipparcos − RSSJ95) are shown in Table 2 . In Table 2 , the columns are as follows: 
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